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Abstract: Developing aquifers as underground water supply reservoirs is an advantageous approach applicable to meeting water management objectives. Aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) is a direct injection and subsequent withdrawal technology that is used to increase water supply storage through injection wells. Due to site-specific hydrogeological quantification and evaluation to assess ASR suitability, limited methods have been developed to identify suitability on regional scales that are also applicable at local scales. This paper presents an ASR site scoring system developed to qualitatively assess regional and local suitability of ASR using 9 scored metrics to determine total percent of ASR suitability, partitioned into hydrogeologic properties, operational considerations, and regulatory influences. The development and application of a qualitative water well suitability method was used to assess the potential groundwater response to injection, estimate suitability based on predesignated injection rates, and provide cumulative approximation of statewide and local storage prospects. The two methods allowed for rapid assessment of ASR suitability and its applicability to regional and local water management objectives at over 280 locations within 62 watersheds in Washington, USA. It was determined that over 50% of locations evaluated are suitable for ASR and statewide injection potential equaled 6400 million liters per day. The results also indicate current limitations and/or potential benefits of developing ASR systems at the local level with the intent of assisting local water managers in strategic water supply planning.
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1. Introduction

In the state of Washington, USA, interest in aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) as a managed recharge technology is growing throughout the state. Understanding the potential of ASR on a large scale requires detailed characterization of technical and regulatory factors, which can be cost prohibitive. Therefore, the following case study describes a qualitative and quantitative method developed to estimate local, watershed, and regional scale ASR suitability. As of this writing, the following case study is the largest known regional assessment of ASR suitability conducted in the United States to date.

More than 1.5 billion people rely on groundwater resources worldwide [1]. Water scarcity and poor management are realities many will face as global population is expected to increase and climate-driven alterations stress current supplies. Arguably considered detrimental to environmental ecosystems and cultural legacies [2], aboveground reservoir storage methods traditionally meet demand for
water supply. Under adverse water management scenarios, integrating conjunctive use concepts into groundwater and surface water management plans will be essential to support future demand [3]. One such method is incorporating managed aquifer recharge (MAR) schemes to meet current and future water storage requirements [4,5]. Aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) is a practical MAR mitigation strategy that can provide large water storage capacity, reestablish environmental habitats, prevent saltwater intrusion, and eliminate many negative consequences that are associated with dams, including a much smaller infrastructure and environmental footprint when compared to that of aboveground reservoir storage [6–9]. The practice of ASR involves the use of injection and recovery wells to add surplus water to aquifers for subsequent withdrawal, typically during peak demand or for emergency purposes.

Worldwide interest and application of underground water storage began over 70 years ago [4,10–12]. Current research methods for identifying and regionally mapping reservoir storage suitability generally include an operational research approach, such as a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). The MCDA is a qualitative overlay method that requires weighing and ranking of various thematic layers, relevant to a given objective, typically within a geographical information system (GIS) [13–28]. Rahman et al. [20] present a comprehensive review of MCDA and its application. Results obtained from MCDA’s aid in strategic water planning but typically require extensive characterization or interpolation of hydrogeologic conditions, therefore estimates of storage capacity tend to be limited to local regions.

Rahman et al. [20] utilized this concept to create an interactive non-site specific tool to evaluate MAR in the Algarve region of Southern Portugal. Results depended on depth-to-groundwater, soil infiltration rates, and transmissive layers covering an area of 114 km² within the Querença-Silves aquifer. Constraint mapping and a site suitably analysis showed that less than 12% of the study area contained properties suitable for infiltration ponds. It was suggested that applying a groundwater flow and transport model with the non-site specific tool will increase selection confidence. Nasiri et al. [22] conducted an MCDA within a GIS platform to produce zones that are suitable for regional flood spreading within the Garabaygan Basin of Iran. Delineating transmissivities and alluvium thickness throughout the watershed, the study found 15% of the 714 km² study site is suitable for artificial aquifer recharge. Chowdhury et al. [14] used a MCDA technique and integrated satellite imagery within a GIS platform to delineate artificial recharge zones within a 4500 km² area of West Bengal. It was suggested 40 recharge sites met acceptable criteria based on geomorphology, geology, slope class, drainage density, and aquifer transmissivity. Results indicated check dams, which increase infiltration into aquifers, were most suitable. It was also suggested that injection wells are a viable option, but the exact locations were not identifiable until techno-economic field assessments are conducted.

Since ASR uses injection wells to replenish aquifers, conducting large-scale suitability assessments using MCDA and thematic overlay methods pose a greater degree of difficulty as continuity in hydrogeologic data decrease as the study area increases. This tends to result in hybrid assessments of MCDA’s that focus on specific metrics based on project objectives and available data. These studies tend to involve a review of available data that help preliminarily identify suitable locations by process of elimination, weighted criteria ranking, checklist method, and/or scoring approaches [9,29–32].

At the request of the St. Johns River Water Management District in Florida, USA, CH2M Hill [33] completed a suitability assessment of ASR. An ASR feasibility screening tool was developed to determine the extent in which ASR can assist in meeting a water facility’s supply and storage objectives based on technical, cost, and regulatory components. The technical screening tool included estimating the storage needs for ASR in comparison to other storage options. If a need for ASR was established, hydrogeologic factors, design factors, and operating factors were given scores based on the following sections: storage-zone confinement, storage-zone transmissivity, storage zone gradient and direction, recharge water quality, native groundwater quality, overall physical, geochemical, and design interactions, and interfering uses and impacts. A ranking score of 1 to 5 was assigned for each section and total scores determined the feasibility level of low to high confidence and its associated
recommendation for additional studies. The second component of the screening features included cost factors, which provided estimates for ASR systems in regard to flow rates as compared to other storage options. Regulatory factors allowed for federal and local regulatory considerations that governed ASR. The screening tool was used to examine current ASR locations, including, Boynton Beach, Manatee, Marathon, Palm Bay, Peace River, Florida, Highland Ranch, Colorado, and Seattle, Washington. It was determined all examined locations were rated as having moderate or high levels of confidence, and thereafter used as a tool to preliminary assess ASR suitability within locations of interest.

As part of the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan, Brown et al. [34] created an ASR site selection index to support the future expansion of 333 ASR well locations used for wetland replenishment. A land use pass/fail screening process within GIS identified 97 possible polygons that contained only the following: land with at least 2 ha to support a water treatment plant near a cluster of ASR wells, located within 4.8 km of source water. The second tier involved the criterion-based ranking of land, delineated in polygon form within GIS, to identify ecological suitability, local water well user density, water quality, road density, location of power lines, transmissivity, and operational flexibility. Applying a weighting factor to the ranked criterion, assigned through approved consensus, and then normalized between 0 and 1 produced an ASR suitability index map. The index map displayed polygons of suitable locations, which included pilot projects currently under evaluation.

Based on Brown et al. [35], Woody [30] conducted an ASR suitability assessment at discrete locations throughout 18 state-designated watersheds in Oregon, USA. By eliminating the 2 ha requirement from the initial pass/fail screening tier, Woody allowed for the inclusion of ASR for municipal use. Adjustments to the second tier ranking system included eliminating proximity to powerlines, as this was not a limiting factor based on objectives, and the incorporation of regional hydraulic gradients and aquifer thicknesses [34] into the ranking scheme increased confidence in the assessment. Additionally, the scale of the study area necessitated the removal of the weighting and normalization of polygons within GIS. The ranking of sites resulted in percentages of suitability at 88 discrete locations. Results showed 54% of sites maintain the proper criteria suited for ASR.

Sinclair, Knight, and Merz [36] conducted a feasibility study into the technical viability of ASR in Australia’s North Wyndham Vale, Ravenhall, and Royal Park region. Their assessment included understanding the feasibility of target aquifers, relevant regulatory factors, an environmental management evaluation, and a risk assessment. Results of the study identified locations where risk of potential groundwater contamination from industrial pollution is high, where potential sites may have low storage capacities, and where sites exist that might be suitable for small to medium scale ASR projects.

Ahani Amineh et al. [32] conducted an MCDA, based upon nine ASR metrics, to delineate areas suitable for artificial recharge in a 69,300 km$^2$ area within the Hamon-Jazmoorian plain of southeast Iran. The nine metrics included proximity to demand, groundwater and surface water quality, construction cost, operating cost, transmissivity, water demand, storage, and source water availability. After applying an Analytical Hierarchy Process and assigning weighted criteria, an overlay method in GIS produced maps of suitability, with the basin showing 3% as very suitable and 31% potentially suitable for artificial recharge projects.

Quantitatively evaluating aquifer recharge tends to necessitate the development of groundwater flow and transport models [37], which limit study sites to local scales and are computationally intensive. Smith and Pollack [38] reduced computational time by applying the Glover equation to estimate hydraulic loads through the use of an ensemble of local models based on lumped parameters derived from regional datasets within GIS. Although the results provided spatial estimates of attainable hydraulic loads along a 5334 km$^2$ portion of Perth’s surficial aquifer in Australia, it required a spatial dataset that included ground surface elevation, mean water table depth, and basement depth. Ward et al. [39] developed a predictive framework using dimensionless values representing lateral flow, dispersive mixing, mixed convection, and free convection for ASR injection within brackish aquifers. While their method reduced the need for numerical modeling, it required knowledge of
average vertical and horizontal hydraulic conductivities, density of ambient and injected water, aquifer thickness, and hydraulic gradient. Bakker et al. [40] developed a numerical solution for the recovery efficiency of a fully penetrating ASR well in a saltwater aquifer. Results were based on average horizontal hydraulic conductivity, aquifer thickness, and density differences between injected and ambient groundwater.

A major drawback to regional assessments is that regional data becomes sparse with an increase in areal extent [41]. The methods that are presented in this case study allowed for the rapid assessment of ASR suitability in Washington, USA.

2. Study Area

Washington covers an area of 185,000 km$^2$ and is the northwestern most state within the contiguous USA (Figure 1). Seven million people populate the state of Washington. Annually, Lane [42] reported that total freshwater withdrawals are met by surface water (71%) and groundwater (29%). The state’s average annual precipitation is approximately 1000 mm per year, occurring mostly in winter, with distinct spatial variability in precipitation generally shaped by the Cascade Range. Annual precipitation typically does not exceed 1300 mm east of the mountain range, while precipitation in excess of 2000 mm can occur along its spine and throughout many western locations [43].

![Figure 1. Location map of the state of Washington, USA.](image)

The Columbia River (Figure 1) is the largest river in Washington, and it is a transboundary resource utilized by Canada and the United States, within the confines of the 1964 Columbia River Treaty. It is also the largest producer of hydroelectricity in North America [44], and is a dividing boundary between Washington and Oregon.

Washington has three distinct surface flow regimes: snow-dominated, rain-dominated, and a mix of rain and snow watersheds [45]. Characterized by wintertime snowpack storage and late springtime runoff, most of the state’s snow-dominated watersheds are in the Cascade Range. Annual precipitation averages are expected to remain constant, however, future climatic predictions indicate significant atrophy of the Cascade Range snowpack. Alterations in the type and timing of precipitation are anticipated due to an increase in rain-on-snow events, which will likely alter peak surface flows. Timing of surface flows are predicted to occur earlier in the year causing a deficit in historical springtime runoff and summertime water availability [46]. Although less snowfall and more rainfall will likely keep annual precipitation amounts constant, demand, which is greatest in summer, will likely continue, while precipitation is at its lowest [47].
In western Washington, historically rain-dominated watersheds support the region west of the Cascade Range. In addition, seventy percent of the state’s population lives in the Puget Sound area (Figure 2), where warm sea surface temperatures in winter and opposing temperatures in the summer regulate local weather conditions and produce climatic maritime patterns. Watersheds within the Puget Sound are generally rain-dominated due to the prevailing westerly winds, which release the majority of precipitation through orographic lift when warm, humid air rises up the Cascade Range. As dry air descends the eastern slopes of the range, the rain shadow effect results in semi-arid to arid climate conditions along the eastern stretch of the range, and produces mix rain and snow watersheds that govern most of the area’s surface flow regimes.

Two principal aquifers dominate the state: the Puget Sound Lowlands and the Columbia River aquifer system. Puget Sound overlies the Puget Sound Lowlands aquifer [48] (Figure 2). The Puget Sound Lowlands aquifer is located in the forearc basin of the Cascadia Subduction Zone, which is a tectonically active region resulting from the convergence of the Juan de Fuca and North American plates. The Lowlands are largely comprised of Quaternary sedimentary basins, which were carved out during the last glacial maximum [49]. The aquifer consists of an upper unconfined to semi-confined layer of outwash and proglacial deposits. The lower confined unit, which is found at depths greater than 45 m, is formed by undifferentiated glacial and interglacial deposits and is not heavily utilized for water resource purposes [48].

In eastern Washington, the principal aquifer is the Columbia River aquifer system (Figure 2), located within the Columbia River Plateau. Formed by the Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG), it contains more than 300 Miocene-age continental flood basalt sheet flows up to 3000 m thick. The CRBG is overlain by Quaternary sediments and unconformably underlain by Pre-Tertiary rocks [50]. Groundwater in the Columbia River aquifer system moves mostly within laterally extensive, stacked interflow zones located at the top and bottom of individual basalt flows, which act as aquitards. Water use is primarily from irrigation for agricultural purposes. Groundwater withdrawals are generally met by the Columbia River aquifer system, and surface water withdrawals are obtained from tributaries along the Columbia and Snake River.

2.1. Water Rights in Washington

In Washington, “all waters within the state belong to the public and are subject to existing rights”. The Water Code, officially enacted in 1917, follows the prior appropriation doctrine of “first in time, first in right”. Adoption of the 1945 Groundwater Code provided statutes to regulate and appropriate public
groundwater within the state, based on a priority system; however, priority is given to surface water right holders when their water right is considered hydraulically connected to groundwater sources [51].

2.2. Washington Watershed Boundaries

In 1971, under the Water Resources Act [52], the state’s natural resource agencies delineated 62 watersheds, known as Water Resource Inventory Areas (WRIA), for use in administrative and planning purposes. The WRIAs are federally-designated natural watershed classifications, but they do not extend beyond state boarders (Figure 2).

2.3. Washington ASR Regulatory Framework

In the state of Washington, ASR projects have been legally possible since 1945, when the state enacted the public’s first groundwater code. Authorization to recover managed recharge groundwater, present from uncontrolled leakage from irrigation canals, was obtained through the creation of groundwater management sub-areas. A few sub-areas were established, although the process to create sub-areas and to obtain access to stored water was quite cumbersome and not well suited to individual ASR projects. A new process to permit ASR began in 2000, when the state legislation expanded the definition of ‘reservoir’ to include “any naturally occurring underground geological formation where water is collected and stored for the subsequent use as part of an underground artificial storage and recovery project.” The state defines ASR as projects that add water to underground geologic formations for subsequent beneficial use. Managed recharge methods under the reservoir permitting structure includes surface spreading and infiltration, the use of injection wells, or any state-approved method [53].

2.3.1. Reservoir Application Process

The application process for a reservoir permit [53] requires a description of the hydrogeologic system, operational plan, legal framework, environmental assessment, monitoring plan, and when necessary, a descriptive mitigation plan. The hydrogeologic system or model must characterize the hydrogeology, compatibility of injected water with ambient conditions, the proximity to natural hazards, and locations of streams, springs, creeks, or rivers that are affected by a proposed ASR project. An operational plan provides estimates of source water quality and availability, injection and withdrawal rates, storage duration, proposed site locations, water treatment compliance, and other parameters required for discharging or suspended sediments from ASR well. The legal framework requires documentation of water rights used for source water storage, a list of all water rights within the project area, proximity to instream flow diversion points and stream closures, plus ownership of operating facilities used for a planned project. The environmental assessment is a description of historical or existing wetland habitats, flood plains, and proximity to contaminated areas, in addition to descriptions of slope stability, wetland habitat, ground deformation, and surface water bodies. A monitoring plan is implemented during the pilot and operational phase to evaluate and verify assumptions within the hydrogeologic conceptual model. When a mitigation plan is necessary, a licensed engineer must describe actions that will be taken to prevent adverse impacts to the environment, including a description of the methods and evaluations of each measurement.

2.3.2. ASR Authorization and Process

To obtain authorization [53] for an ASR project, a reservoir permit, water rights, compliance with EPA regulations, and possibly a discharge permit is required. Generally, two water right permits are required for a reservoir application. The first allows for the introduction of non-native water to the reservoir, and the second permit grants recovery of stored water. For applicants with a water right with no change to the proposed end use of the stored water, then a secondary permit is not required. For projects that do not require an applicant to obtain a new water right, then the state may grant priority processing, which allows for expedited assistance and permitting during project initiation.
2.3.3. Water Quality Requirements

Injection water must meet state groundwater quality standards according to the antidegradation policy of the water quality standards for ground waters of the state of Washington. Therefore, if groundwater meets drinking water standards, injected water must be at least of the same quality. All ASR wells must be registered with the US Environmental Protection Agency as Class V non-hazardous injection wells of the Underground Injection Control Program, in addition injection water is federally regulated to meet drinking water standards [53].

3. Methods

A scoring system and an analytical method were created for this study to assess ASR suitability throughout the state of Washington. The site scoring system was developed to provide a percentage of total suitability at each location. An analytical method was produced to estimate hydrogeologic properties of each water well under a range of designated injection rate scenarios and to provide overall estimations of cumulative injection capacity.

3.1. Site Scoring System

The site scoring system was developed to identify suitable locations based on ASR metrics relevant at different scales. To obtain a percent of total suitability, a scoring scheme based on a combination of metrics was calculated at each location. Metrics that are used in local scale assessments generally overlap with regional suitability assessments, but decrease as the scale increases (Figure 3). Therefore, a combination of ASR metrics were scored to estimate suitability and to reflect adjustments in scale (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) metrics based on local and regional assessments. Scored metrics from both were applied in this study.](image-url)

The site scoring system allowed for the calculation of suitability at 284 discrete locations throughout Washington’s WRIAs. The locations were determined from a statewide water well selection process. Each location was scored based on metrics classified within three subcategories: hydrogeologic properties, regulatory influences, and operational considerations.

For statewide estimation of ASR suitability, cumulative scores of the three subcategories were calculated and divided by total possible points, resulting in a total percent of ASR suitability. Each subcategory was also individually scored. The subcategory and their respective metrics included the following: hydrogeologic properties—scores for transmissivity, regional hydraulic gradient, and optimal storage thickness were assigned. Metrics within the operational considerations subcategory included well density, distance to source water, recharge water quality, and ambient water quality. Percent of suitability for regulatory influences included threatened and endangered species and predicted water exceeds demand (Figure 4).
3.1.1. Water Well Selection Process

An extensive search for water well logs within each WRIA was requested through Washington State Department of Ecology [54] online well log database. The well log data tables were downloaded in comma-separated values format, uploaded into ArcGIS, and converted into shapefiles. Due to the assumption that source water greater than 5 km distant is cost prohibitive [31,34], only water wells located within a 5 km buffered radius of major streams and fresh water bodies passed the initial evaluation. Attribute tables containing thousands of water wells that passed this phase were imported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, and each well log was examined for the following information: well depth, static water level, open interval or screen length, yield rate, drawdown depth, drawdown time, and recorded lithology. At the conclusion of the well selection process, 284 water wells were identified as having the required information (Figure 5).

![Figure 4. Scoring system to determine ASR suitability.](image-url)

![Figure 5. Location of 284 water wells evaluated for ASR suitability.](image-url)
3.1.2. Hydrogeologic Properties

Understanding hydrogeologic properties is paramount to predicting ASR suitability. Estimating hydraulic load on an aquifer system from injection wells is dependent upon many of the aquifer’s properties, including transmissivity, regional gradient, and geometry [55]. However, undertaking a statewide ASR assessment presents challenges when on-site field investigations are prohibitive due to cost or other constraints. Therefore, transmissivity, regional hydraulic gradient, and optimal storage thickness were chosen as suitable indicators.

Transmissivity characterizes the ability of the aquifer to transmit water through its entire thickness. Aquifers with transmissivities assumed inadequate to accommodate additional storage space were considered unsuitable based on the assumed induced high pressures sustained during injection [34]. Brown determined a range between 500 to 2300 m² per day was sufficient to support ASR storage. Transmissivity scores were calculated as follows: if T was less than 500 m² per day or greater than 2300 m² per day a score of 0 was assigned; if T was determined to be between 500 m² to 2300 m² per day, then a score of 2 was assigned. Transmissivity values were determined from available data or calculated using the Razack and Huntley (1991) [56] method.

It has been shown that the regional hydraulic gradient is important to the recovery potential of injected water [34,37,57]. To reduce the effects of injected water moving away from the recharge zone, shallow regional horizontal hydraulic gradients less than or equal to 0.01 were considered to be most suitable for ASR [34]. Therefore, a score of 0 was given to steep gradients (greater than 0.01), a score of 1 was assigned to moderate gradients (between 0.01 and 0.001), and a score of 2 was given to shallow gradients (less than 0.001). Values of horizontal hydraulic gradients were obtained through the available literature.

Optimum storage zone thickness of 8 m was assumed suitable for ASR [30,34], as excessive recharge can fracture overlying layers within confined aquifers, or injected water may reach ground surface causing groundwater flooding within unconfined aquifers. Storage zone thickness was obtained from well logs and was based on the maximum thickness of a water-bearing zone. Water wells with zones less than 8 m scored 0, and water wells with water bearing zones equal to or greater than 8 m scored a 2.

3.1.3. Operational Considerations

Incorporating a regional assessment of operational considerations allowed for the identification of potential locations impacted by local well density, recharge water quality, ambient groundwater quality, and distance to source water.

Water wells in close proximity to injection wells may capture stored water if residual pressure dissipates during injection or the injection bubble migrates away from the ASR well. If more than five wells within the same formation were located within a 1.6 km radius of a study well, then a score of 0 was given. Study wells located near 1 to 5 wells scored 1, and water wells in complete isolation from other wells scored 2.

Regional suitability assessment of ASR prohibited in-depth analysis of water quality. As water quality constraints are highly site-specific and require extensive research, suitability was based on the extent to which groundwater and surface water met drinking water standard. A score of 0 indicated no water quality standards were met, a score of 1 meant some water quality standards were met, and a score of 2 indicated that all of the water quality standards were met. Additionally, a water well earned a score of 2 if it was determined the study well was operated by a water distributor and located within close proximity to a water treatment facility, thereby indicating the potential for treatment prior to injection. Although improving the quality of groundwater is not feasible, density differences between injected and ambient groundwater may still be good candidates for ASR [30], and were not immediately dismissed from the study. Study wells identified as Group B water systems in Washington’s Department of Health [58] state database, earned a score of 2, if water from the well was not treated prior to distribution, as it was assumed all of the water quality standards were met.
Financial infrastructure concerns exist when constructing an ASR scheme to support meeting future and current water demands [8]. Due to economic constraints that were induced by water conveyance costs [31], wells located beyond a 5 km radius from source water were eliminated from examination. Scores for study wells were derived based on proximity of source water to the study well: source water between a 1.5 to 5 km radius received a score of 1, and wells closer than a 1.5 km radius to source water received a score of 2.

3.1.4. Regulatory Influences

Regulatory influences are subjective and difficult to assess regionally. The use of two criteria, with regionally available data, was identified to produce meaningful results. Therefore, regulatory influences were subdivided into threatened and endangered species, and predicted water supply exceeds demand.

In 1999, the ‘Washington Statewide Strategy to Recover Salmon’ identified 16 watersheds [59,60] where flows were considered too over-appropriated to support fish populations. Unnatural flow conditions create inhospitable environments for salmon and other aquatic species [61]. Many watersheds are over-appropriated and natural flows are unable to meet state allocated requirements [60]. Regulating flow conditions to restore fish habitat is further complicated by the upstream migration of salmon, which typically coincide with peak irrigation demand; conversely, high flow conditions can disrupt the incubation of salmonids in the wintertime [61]. Hence, any perturbations to natural flows were assumed to cause a disturbance to fish within a fish-critical basin. Therefore, study wells within fish-critical basins scored a 0. A score of 1 was given if an ASR project could potentially affect threatened or endangered species in all other basins, and a score of 2 was given if an ASR project was determined to not impact flows. Individual scores were based on sources that were identified within their respective watershed.

Monthly surface water supply, surface water irrigation demand, and municipal demand were modeled for year 2030 in 33 WRIAs [62]. Examination of forecasts for surface water supply in year 2030 compared against historical flows were used to determine the likelihood an average year supply exceeds demand for at least four out of five winter months (November through March), as it was assumed injection of excessive runoff could occur during this time. For WRIAs within the modeled area, a score of 0 was assigned if demand exceeded supply for four out of five winter months, and a score of 2 was given if supply exceeded demand during this time.

3.2. Water Well Suitability

The second method estimates ASR suitability from aquifer hydraulic properties using the Theis (1935) [63] and Cooper–Jacob (1946) approximation [64]. Using hydraulic parameters obtained from water well logs, the following method was applied to predict water level response to recharge [4]:

\[
h_w - h_o = \frac{Q}{4\pi T} \int_u^\infty \frac{e^{-u}}{u} du (1)
\]

With,

\[
W(u) = -0.5772 - \ln u + u - \frac{u^2}{2 \times 2!} + \frac{u^3}{3 \times 3!} - \frac{u^4}{4 \times 4!} + \ldots
\]

\[
u = \frac{r^2 S}{4Tt}
\]

W(u) is the well function (dimensionless), T is transmissivity (L²/t), Q is the injection rate (L³/t), S is storativity (dimensionless), r is well radius (L), t is time, h₀ is initial uniform head (L), and hₜ is the hydraulic head due to injection (L). Since this is an injection problem the left-hand side of (1) will
be positive. Cooper and Jacob (1946) [64] determined that for large values of t and/or small values of r, u is very small and the Theis equation simplifies to the following:

$$h_w - h_o = \frac{2.3Q_D}{4\pi T} \log \frac{2.25Tt}{r^2S}$$  \hspace{2cm} (4)

where, $Q_D$ is the designated injection rate. To understand groundwater response to injection, the following water well suitability was calculated for each well (Figure 6):

$$\text{Water Well Suitability} = \frac{D_{SWL}}{h_w - h_o}$$  \hspace{2cm} (5)

where $D_{SWL}$ is the depth to static water level below ground surface (L). Due to regional data constraints, a storage coefficient (S) of 0.01, an average well radius ($r$) of 19.7 cm [65], and an injection time (t) of 90 days per year were assumed for all of the wells. The 90-day injection period represents capturing three months of wintertime surface flows when obtaining water rights are most flexible. Transmissivities (T) were calculated from specific capacity obtained from well log data. Desired injection rates ($Q_D$) ranging from 50 to 500 Ls$^{-1}$ were chosen to determine a series of groundwater response to recharge, as ASR wells operating in Washington inject at rates within this range. Well suitability greater than or equal to 1 indicated that the hydrogeologic conditions of the aquifer would accommodate the desired injection rate. A result of less than 1 indicated the injection rate would cause the potentiometric surface to rise above the ground surface before 90 days (Figure 6). An aquifer of uniform thickness, confined, horizontal, homogeneous, and of infinite extent was assumed, and well losses were negligible.

![Figure 6](image_url)  
*Figure 6.* Illustration of hydrogeologic properties used to represent the water well suitability equation. (a) is a pre-injection scenario for a representative water well. $D_{SWL}$ is the depth to static water level below ground surface, $h_o$ is the initial hydraulic head, $h_w$ is the hydraulic head undergoing injection, and Q is injection of water. Scenario (b) is unsuitable for ASR when a water well suitability of less than 1 is calculated, as the potentiometric surface has exceeded the ground surface. Scenario (c) is a suitable water well, since water well suitability is calculated at greater than or equal to 1.

To estimate the potential injection capacity, water well suitability was constrained to a value of 1 for each well. Maximum injection rates varied depending upon individual hydraulic variables, rather than assigned injection rates ($Q_D$). The cumulative estimates of potential injection capacity were calculated at each well, within each WRIA, and at the state level.

4. Results and Discussion

Assessing ASR suitability on a regional scale provided approximation and locality of statewide expansion. Two hundred and eighty-four wells in 62 watersheds within Washington, USA were evaluated for suitability. Two methods were utilized to conduct the assessment. A qualitative site
A qualitative water well stability method was developed to calculate hydrogeologic properties to estimate changes in water level response to injection and potential injection rates.

4.1. Site Scoring System

Of the 284 wells surveyed, 149 water wells have at least 50 to 75% of the metrics considered suitable for ASR development, with 19 water wells in 12 WRIAs have greater than 75% of total ASR suitability (Figure 7).

![Figure 7. Results from the Site Scoring System in Percent of Total ASR Suitability at each site.](image)

### Subcategory Results

As for each subcategory, 169 water wells meet 50% of operational considerations, 68% meet at least 50% of hydrogeologic considerations, and 62% meet at least 50% of the regulatory influences suitable for ASR (Figure 8).

![Figure 8. Site Scoring Scheme subcategory results.](image)
The greatest statewide impact to ASR suitability is the well density metric within the operational considerations subcategory. Only 33 percent of wells surveyed are sufficiently isolated from local wells. Isolation indicates the vulnerability of local wells capturing injected water. The greatest influence on the regulatory influences subcategory is the predicted water supply exceeds demand metric. Of the 154 wells with data, 66% are in WRIAs determined to sustain excess flows for at least four winter months. This is a significant forecast, as these wells lie within the eastern portion of the state, which are the driest WRIAs and most water is over-appropriated, yet capturing excess runoff for injection is predicted to be possible through year 2030. Within the hydrogeologic properties subcategory, the optimal storage thickness metric indicates 57% of wells indicate aquifer thicknesses suitable for ASR.

4.2. Water Well Suitability

4.2.1. Desired Injection Rate

A water well suitability value was calculated for each well using desired injection rates of 50 to 500 Ls$^{-1}$. Aquifer transmissivities ranged from fewer than 10 m$^2$ per day to over 5000 m$^2$ per day. With a desired injection rate of 50 Ls$^{-1}$, 150 wells are considered to be suitable for ASR, which suggests that water level response to injection would not exceed ground surface. The cumulative seasonal injection rate of the 150 suitable wells was estimated to provide 648 ML per day of added storage (Figure 9). At a desired injection rate of 500 Ls$^{-1}$, 33 wells are identified as suitable for ASR, with an estimated cumulative injection rate of over 1400 ML per day (Figure 9).

![Figure 9](image-url)  
**Figure 9.** Number of suitable water wells obtained from the water well suitability method and cumulative seasonal storage based on a range of designated injection rates.

4.2.2. Potential Injection Capacity

Constraining the water well suitability value to 1 allows for the estimation of potential injection capacity per well and cumulative statewide potential for ASR. Scaling results were assigned to represent capacity at each well. A scale of small (less than or equal to 100 Ls$^{-1}$), medium (100 to 250 Ls$^{-1}$), large (250 to 500 Ls$^{-1}$), and extra-large (over 500 Ls$^{-1}$) were assigned, and are spatially represented in Figure 10. Results from potential injection capacity indicate statewide potential for ASR, based on all 284 water wells, exceeds 6500 ML per day.
4.2.3. Assessment of Principal Aquifers in Washington

Two primary aquifers—the Fraser and Puget aquifer—are delineated within the Puget Sound Lowlands [48]. The Fraser aquifer is unconfined to semi-confined glacial outwash, which is the target aquifer for municipal, domestic, and agricultural use. The Puget aquifer underlies the Fraser, and is found at depths greater than 45 m [66]. Due to the prolific nature of the Fraser aquifer, the Puget aquifer is not heavily utilized as a groundwater source. Transmissivity values calculated from well logs range from 10 m$^2$ per day to over 5000 m$^2$ per day. Cumulative injection estimates suggest 1900 ML per day of water can be added to the aquifer. Since the Puget aquifer is generally isolated from withdrawals for common water use, the Puget aquifer can likely provide adequate storage and isolation, reducing the potential of piracy by domestic wells.

The Columbia River aquifer system include (youngest to oldest) the following basalts: Saddle Mountain, Wanapum, Grande Ronde, and Imnaha. In between each basalt formation is collectively known as the Ellensburg Formation. The largest and most utilized formation is the Grande Ronde basalts which exceed over 900 m in thickness [50]. The target formation for ASR in the Columbia River aquifer system is the Ellensburg Formation. A total of 93 water wells indicate cumulative injection of up to 3400 ML per day can be stored within the Columbia River aquifer system.

4.2.4. Watershed Scale Assessment

Sixty-two WRIAs were assessed for ASR suitability. To understand the extent to which results can be utilized, of the 5 water wells assessed for suitably in WRIA 11, 4 out of 5 wells can sustain injection rates of up to 200 Ls$^{-1}$, and 3 out of 5 wells can sustain injection rates of up to 500 Ls$^{-1}$. Potential injection capacity of the five water wells equals over 650 ML per day (Figure 11).
4.3. Local Scale Assessment and Application

Applicability of results on a local scale are represented by the city of DuPont. The city has not conducted a feasibility study of ASR, but it has experienced a 1500% increase in population from 1990 to 2010 [67]. The city of DuPont’s municipal well #532992 (Figure 11), located within WRIA 11, met 79% of total suitability for ASR based on the site scoring system. On a subcategory level, 100% of hydrogeologic properties, 75% of operational considerations, and 50% of regulatory influences were met. Located at a depth of 118 m, the DuPont well is drilled within a confined aquifer of Quaternary glacial drift sediment in the Puget Lowlands. Transmissivity of the aquifer, calculated from specific capacity, was estimated at 1200 m$^2$ per day, which is within the appropriate range for injection thresholds. Additionally, no other wells access the same depth within a 1.6 km radius. The well met all of the desired injection rates and with a potential injection capacity of 565 Ls$^{-1}$.

Although results of this study aid in identifying suitable locations, it can also elucidate factors that reduce ASR potential. For example, the city of Lacey (Figure 11) experienced a 120% population increase from 1990 to 2010 [67]. The city’s municipal well #22847, drilled to a depth of 33 m and located within a sand and gravel aquifer of the Puget Lowlands, met only 43% of total suitability according to the site scoring system. The subcategories of hydrogeologic properties, operational considerations, and regulatory influences, scored 50%, 63%, and 50%, respectively. The metrics with the greatest influence on the site scoring system were transmissivity and well density, which scored 0. Although preliminary findings suggest this well is unsuitable for ASR, increasing well depth might enhance transmissivity and isolation, likely allowing for the development of a productive injection and recovery scheme.

5. Conclusions

This study was designed to determine the suitability of ASR in Washington, USA on regional and local scales. The use of two methods to produce meaningful results can be utilized by state agencies, watershed councils, local government agencies, and water managers. By partitioning total percent of
suitability into hydrogeologic properties, regulatory influences, and operational considerations, one can easily determine which factors can be improved upon to increase the likelihood of a successful ASR scheme, and to recognize limitations. Although detailed site-specific field investigations are a requirement to estimate the extent of suitability, results suggest ASR is a viable option for statewide expansion, to supplement current water storage within many watersheds, and provide information on where further field investigations can be targeted. Due to limited data requirements, the site scoring system and water well suitability method is adaptable, and should prove applicable to water practitioners in regions with and without provincial datasets.
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